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Knowledge-sharing 2.0 

At the heart of social media implementation
there are tensions for organisations. On the
one hand it provides a fast-moving space for
connecting flocks of intelligent individuals to
promote better business performance. On
the other hand it is notoriously difficult to
control. The question is how to resolve these
disruptive tensions in order to take advantage
of the potential.

Research from Henley’s Knowledge
Management Forum identified some of the
key factors that must be in place for
organisations to take advantage of the
opportunities presented by social media,
without falling victim to the risks. 



The potential benefits that social media holds are enormous. Greater

breadth of input and faster access to deep expertise has the potential

to enhance every aspect of business. A business can draw on diversity

to improve decisions, outcomes and innovations and flexibly amass

specialists around a challenge.

However, in order to take advantage of this potential, organisations

need to overcome the fact that allowing individuals access and the

right to participate in an apparently uncoordinated way seems to be

at odds with established management processes for providing

security and risk management, efficient direction and control, and

coherent organisational common sense. 

Concerns

This tension means that in many instances, organisations have yet to

take advantage of social media. There are a number of reasons for

this. Part of the problem is that they are yet to be convinced of the

specific benefits for their own business, and part of the issue is that

they are concerned about the risks and consequences of using a new

set of tools. 

The investigation also engaged with young entrepreneurs and found that their attitudes were

surprisingly conservative. They were reticent about blogging; few used Twitter accounts for

personal reasons, and although they regularly used Facebook for chatting with friends, they were

very careful to keep personal profiles discrete and closed from wider audiences. One thing they

were very clear about was that businesses who are thinking about using social media need to

have a clear purpose and a strategy for using the technology appropriately. Perhaps this suggests

that the expectation that organisational adoption will be largely powered by the enthusiasm of

the young generation is somewhat over-hyped.

Promoting the right approach

The answer lies in finding an approach that benefits both the organisation and the individual.

This does not happen on its own. Social media cannot be approached in an ad hoc way. The

business needs a purposeful strategy. Often the best way to achieve this is to learn from the

lessons of those who have already made progress (see box on back page). 
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Collaboration, insight … practical value

This report is drawn from a research project carried out by Henley’s Knowledge

Management Forum, led by Jane McKenzie of Henley Business School and Susan Frost of the

Ministry of Defence. The study was based on workshops, a survey of member activities, wiki

discussions with members, interviews with young entrepreneurs and conversations on a

LinkedIn forum. Participants included Stretch Learning, Syngenta and Unisys.

Knowledge-sharing 2.0

“We have internal collaboration tools,

which enable employees to share

conversations with colleagues, solve issues

quickly and build a network. It’s within the

firewalls, so security and intellectual

capital issues don’t come up. However,

there is a change management part of the

process, moving from command and

control to network leadership.”  

Jim Downie, knowledge networker, Chief Technology

Office, Unisys



It must also realistically acknowledge and address the risks at each

level, openly and in dialogue with those affected. The main source

of risk is human behaviour: careless words, thoughtless comments,

and uncensored opinion. So risk management has to address why

people should care, how they can be encouraged to reflect before

they speak, what are reasonable boundaries to individual freedom

and what few areas need to be censored. 

The organisational context should also be conducive to social

media. Leaders need to recognise from the outset that they cannot

direct participation in social media, they can only encourage

voluntary involvement. This means that employers must trust their

workforce. That is a big step for organisations rooted in an

industrial economy where management’s role is to control

processes to deliver predictable outcomes. There are clear power

tensions to be overcome. Organisations must assess when social

can work better than formal. Hierarchy as the traditional route for

responsible decision making may be insufficiently responsive.

Giving people the means and opportunity to determine for

themselves what matters can help them feel more ownership.

People management practices will have to change to allow for

more autonomy and incentivise different behaviours. 

Good governance

Organisations also need good governance policy. The knowledge

flows that will require most care and attention in any governance

strategy are the ones between the individual and the outside world. 

The sheer number of organisations yet to embrace social media is

proof that these tensions and issues are not simple to resolve.

However, the inherent benefits demonstrate how valuable it can be

to overcome the tensions, and how investment of time and

resources in this area can pay dividends.

Learning and adaptation could happen faster and more productively

for both individual and organisation. If experimentation and

reflection on experience is encouraged, shorter, faster, more open

and constructive feedback loops can increase the momentum for

innovation and change. Breadth of ideas and diverse perspectives

can be integrated into deep capability to be flexible and responsive

to volatile conditions.
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Knowledge-sharing 2.0

“In government there is reticence about

social media, because it’s not

controllable. There will be a move

towards using it, but it will happen slowly.

Over time new entrants to the workforce

will want to reflect their use of social

media, and leaders will need to develop

policies to benefit from social media.” 

Susan Frost, CIO capability exploitation: strategic

information-led innovation, Ministry of Defence  

“People running large organisations are

often afraid of technology and also fear

losing control of people sharing

information through social media.  There

may be an issue around trusting their

employees not to spend time socialising

instead of working. As a result, many large

organisations have locked their workforce

out of social media in the workplace.” 

Tim Andrews, managing director, Stretch Learning



Social media in action

Conversations between individuals can be encouraged to help solve problems. Examples in the study
included one company that needed a professional photographer. Someone posted a request on a microblog
and got a response from another employee (previously a professional photographer in the RAF) offering to
do the event. 

Social media can be used to convert individual knowledge to resources the whole business can use. Stanley
Black and Decker have a massive product inventory. Sales people need to be able to explain their pros and
cons to retailers. The director of sales training provided video cameras and editing software to several dozen
sales people in the training programme. It was such a success that now the company gets up to 20 videos a
month made by its sales people, and training times have been halved. 

Individuals can share knowledge with customers and partners to strengthen value-generating relationships.
When faced with the challenge of managing its reputation following the Deepwater Horizon disaster, BP
encouraged individual employees to share pictures of their involvement in clean-up activities on Flickr. It
then incorporated this into its website.

Social media enables the organisation to save time and money through integrated knowledge management
systems and processes.  The investment bank, Dresdner Kleinwort, uses wikis to streamline team co-
ordination. Over 50 percent of employees use the tool for project management, calendar sharing and
keeping knowledge standardised and in one place. 

Making organisational knowledge accessible improves peoples’ ability to learn material relevant to their jobs
more quickly and improve performance. Pfizer has created its own internal social network called Pfacebook.
The aim is to increase visibility of the talent base and help employees reach out to one another. 

Making organisational knowledge and concerns more open can add value. Yet2.com is an online marketplace
for sharing underutilised knowledge. Innocentive is a place to share unresolved problems and find experts
who can help the innovation process.

Knowledge sharing between industry players drives advances. KLM has created online customer clubs for
passengers to talk and share advice with one another about the countries they are visiting. 

Individuals accessing knowledge from external relationships keeps them abreast of market opportunities and
ideas and helps them to contribute to the business more productively and innovatively. Amazon’s personal
recommendation systems for books helps individuals select the most relevant books for their interest.

Accessing bodies of knowledge through external relationships helps the organisation innovate more
effectively. Some businesses monitor external traffic in the blogosphere for incidences of their name. For
Kryptonite, a manufacturer of bicycle locks, it proved a useful defence mechanism. One blogger posted a
video of how easy it was to pick these expensive locks. Kryptonite quickly solved the problem but they now
monitor blogs like Engadget for possible problems.
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